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ABSTRACT 

In the era of social media, information became abundant, versatile and easily accessible. Such characteristics enable almost 
anyone to publish and share their opinion about a variety of subjects. Such freedom comes at a cost since information and 

source credibility are in jeopardy. Therefore, numerous solutions were proposed to evaluate source credibility. In this paper, 
we review previous efforts on twitter credibility evaluation. We also propose an approach that relies on the impression of 
user social network on his tweets to determine his credibility. Furthermore, we incorporate a feature that determines the 
credibility of the URLs shared by the user through his tweets. The evaluation of our approach has shown it outperforms the 
baseline in both precision and recall. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Twitter, a renowned platform that evolved from a social media to a news outlet in the last decade. It 

encompasses features that promote an instant and worldwide spread of information. However, twitter lacks 

gatekeepers to monitor any intentional or non-intentional spread of misinformation. That's why, several 
research papers have tackled the subject of credibility evaluation of both the content and its authors. Twitter 

provides to its users a variety of means to interact with a given tweet, namely i) reply to; ii) retweet; and, iii) 

like (Favorite). The latter allows users to express their opinion and show their impressions on the tweet content. 

In previous research, these features have been used by to evaluate tweet credibility (Canini et al., 2011) 

(Castillo et al., 2011). 

In (Gupta et al., 2014), authors analyzed user replies to induce an estimate of tweet credibility. They rely 

on content features, a content verification module and an evaluation of replies polarity to determine the 

credibility of a newsworthy tweet. Their approach is discussed in detail in section 2. However, the 

aforementioned features have not been explored to their full extent in the field of user credibility evaluation.  

In (Hassan D, 2018), authors focused on detecting political rumor and extreme users. They define an 

extreme user as one who posts incredible information regularly on a particular topic with some unknown 
intentions. Also, authors evaluated URL suitability by determining its depth, length in characters, and if the 

last part contains a dash. Based on these characteristics, they filter out tweets that do not reach certain 

thresholds. Although, content and user-based features (number of followers, tweeting frequency) were 

considered in their evaluation of user credibility, authors have neglected features such as the user average 

number of retweets and favorites which may encompass information about the impression of user social 

network on his tweets. 

To remedy such deficiencies, we propose an approach which relies on the impression of a user social 

network on his tweets to determine his credibility. Our approach considers features such as the average number 

of retweets, the average number of replies, the average credibility of shared URLs, the account age, the number 

of followers and the number of followees to determine the credibility of a user. Furthermore, the accounts that 

attract our attention belong to ordinary people. These accounts are created by their owners in order to enable 
them providing and obtaining information through Twitter. In emergency situations people who are present at 
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the scene are neither celebrities nor political figures but ordinary citizens. Moreover, we motivate our choice 

by the fact that accounts belonging to celebrities and new media outlets are not suited for the features we rely 

on in our approach. In fact, these accounts are deemed credible by the majority of people and require no 

credibility evaluation.  
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes existent research on user credibility 

assessment. In section 3, we detail our proposed approach. Experiments and results are proposed and 

interpreted in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper and proposes some ideas for future work. 

2. RELATED WORKS 

A need to detect and remove twitter accounts that operate with malicious intent or political agenda has emerged 

these last few years (Chang et al., 2016). However, numerous difficulties present themselves such as the 

intricacies of distinguishing a malicious account based only on its behavior and without human intervention. 

Another aspect of the spectrum is spam detection in twitter which often relies on frequency of sharing the 

same content within a brief period of time to determine if the account is a spammer or not. Finally, user 

credibility evaluation falls within the range of the aforementioned categories. It relies on content and user 

features to evaluate credibility. However, credibility is subjective, consequently the nature of the evaluation is 

dependent on researchers own definition of credibility. 

In (Alrubaian et al., 2017), authors presented an approach for twitter user credibility evaluation. It explores 

features that characterize user expertise and reputation to obtain an evaluation of user credibility. Authors 

started by measuring user sentiment based on the average sentiment of his tweets. Then, they measured user 

popularity based on several features such as his social popularity in a certain topic as well as the number of 
retweets, mentions, and posts in the topic in question. Finally, authors rank users based on their reputation 

score.  

In (SABBEH & BAATWAH, 2018), authors proposed a novel approach to evaluate credibility of Arabic 

tweets. Their approach relies on four modules. A content parsing and feature extraction module, a content 

verification module which checks the veracity of news content in tweet against verified sources. Users’ 

comments polarity evaluation module, and finally a credibility classification module. Authors main 

contributions are presented in the second and third module. The second module refers to trustworthy Arab news 

websites and relies on cosine similarity to determine to which extent is the tweet content alike to the trustworthy 

reference. The third module relies on Arabic sentiment library AraSenTi (Al-Twairesh et al., 2017). It also 

relies on a set of Arabic and Saudi variant of Arabic words that indicate falsifying or supporting information. 

An evaluation of the performance of their approach is conducted using a credibility classification module. 
Authors tested the performance of three classifiers namely; decision tree, SVM, and Naive Bayes. Results show 

that decision tree outperforms the aforementioned classifiers. Finally, authors compared their results to 

TweetCred (Gupta et al., 2014) and found that their approach outperformed them. However, TweetCred is not 

adapted for analyzing newsworthy tweets, instead it is meant for general purpose tweets. Furthermore, in their 

evaluation of user credibility, authors referred to “Is Verified” feature which as stated by (Edgerly & Vraga, 

2019) little attention is paid to the verification mark when judging credibility. 

In (Nourbakhsh et al., 2015), authors developed a framework that infers rumor related cues from tweet and 

event features. First, authors collected rumor related stories from Emergent.info and @Snopes which is the 

twitter feed for the website Snopes.com. The collected rumor stories were filtered and only those that were 

deemed newsworthy were kept. Then, authors formulated queries based on the previously collected data which 

were fed to twitter search interface and yielded 421 false stories and their associated 1.47 million tweets.  
Authors classified topics based on their content into a set of type such as “business and finance, “law and 

crime”, “social issues” etc. They claimed that such a classification would determine to a certain extent which 

topic are more likely to instigate rumor. Moreover, an emotion-based categorization was applied on topics. 

Emotions range from alarming or offensive to funny and uplifting. Analysis of the distribution of tweets within 

the aforementioned categorizations yielded numerous observations like: the predominant emotion is alarming, 

also stories that had catchy titles also known as clickbait were heavily present in the dataset. Authors also relied 

on user features, retweet count and retweet rank which is ordered list of tweets based on their retweet count. 

Finally, authors used Pearsons correlation tests between re-tweet counts and the other factors. Results showed 
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a significant correlation between re-tweet counts and follower counts. And that users with high follower counts 

do not necessarily deliver credible information, since these accounts may also be advertisers or spammers. 

Various approaches were proposed in the literature, each one approached the evaluation of twitter user 

credibility from a different aspect. A thorough analysis of these approaches has shown that none of them 
analyzed the URL within the user tweets to determine if it impacts his credibility. Also, the impression of his 

social network on his tweets has not been explored to its full extent. In the upcoming section we will attempt 

to answer the following research questions. Does URL content and frequency in tweets shared by twitter users 

within a certain topic impact their topical credibility? Can we derive information about the credibility of the 

user by analyzing the impression of his social network on his tweets? 

3. PROPOSED APPROACH 

User credibility can be derived from a set of features that describe the user behavior, reputation and social 

network impression. It was evaluated in previous research papers (Gupta et al., 2014) (Sabbeh & Baatwah, 

2018) (Alrubaian et al., 2017) through the content of his tweets, account age, and tweeting frequency, etc. 

In the scope of our study, we focus on determining the propensity of a user to provide valuable, concise 

and credible content. In order to achieve this, we refer to features provided by Twitter. These features vary 

from user-based features to tweet-based ones, we combine both of these sets to obtain a representation that 

incorporate information about user credibility based on his tweets and his interactions.  

Twitter enable its users to interact with the tweets they encounter in their feed. First, a user can like a tweet 

and then marks it as favorited. Also, a tweet can be retweeted it if he deems it as interesting for his followers. 

Furthermore, a user can reply to a tweet to express his opinion about it. Such interactions encompass 
information about the tweet credibility as well as its author. The proposed approach relies on information 

provided by twitter through numerous features to derive an estimation of user credibility. 

In fact, we rely on two sets of features. First, basic features which represent data available through the 

Twitter API such as: number of followers, favorite count and number of tweets. Second, hand crafted features 

which were derived from the basic features in order to combine the information available within them and 

convey a more intrinsic elaborate and valuable information about the user behavior. 

We perform the following steps. First, basic features are extracted from the JSON document provided by 

Twitter Search API. Then, features are classified into two categories namely; user features and tweet features. 

Furthermore, basic features are combined through formulas to attain features that describe user behavior in an 

eloquent manner. Moreover, features vary in their scale thus a scaling technique is applied to achieve a uniform 

scale between all features. Finally, a set of classifiers are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
features. 

3.1 Features Extraction 

In our approach, we use two sets of characteristics, namely standard and hand-crafted features. The former, 

describes the user through his number of followers, number of tweets, number of favorites, account age. The 
latter are derived from various basic features and are obtained as follows: 

 Ratio of likes to number of followers: shows the percentage of user followers that liked 

(Favorited) his tweets, e.g: a user with 10k followers and an average of 100 likes per tweet, such 

disparity is a sign of non-valuable content. 

 Ratio of retweets to number of followers: shows the percentage of followers that retweeted his 

tweets to the overall number of his followers. This feature allows us to determine to which extent 

does the user followers deem his content to be reliable and worthy of sharing. 

 Ratio liked to likes: shows the disparity between a user engagement in other tweets and his 

followers’ engagement with his tweets. Such a feature depends on both the tweet and the user. The 

tweet provides information about the number of likes it has. Whereas, the user provides us with 

the number of times he favorited other tweets. 

 Average sentiments of tweets: for each user we evaluate the average sentiment of his tweets. 

Using Text Blob library provided in Python we obtain a value from [-1,1] indicating the polarity 

of a tweet. Then, the average of the obtained values is assigned to the user as his sentiment score. 
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 Url feature: previous approaches only consider the presence or absence of a URL in the tweet and 

consider it as a binary feature (Castillo et al., 2011). The proposed approach evaluates the 

credibility of a URL within a certain topic by referring to its frequency as shown in formula (1). 

A popular URL within a topic is ought to be credible since it has been shared by multiple users. 
Each user has a url score based on the average score of URL of his tweets. 

For each 𝑈𝑅𝐿𝑖  ∈  𝑈𝑅𝐿𝑇  Where: 𝑈𝑅𝐿𝑇 = {𝑈𝑅𝐿1, 𝑈𝑅𝐿1 … . 𝑈𝑅𝐿𝑛𝑇
} a set of 𝑛𝑇  URLs of topic T. We use 

function (1) to compute URL frequency within a Topic T. 

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞(𝑈𝑅𝐿𝑖) =  
1

𝑛𝑇

∑[𝑈𝑅𝐿𝑖 = 𝑈𝑅𝐿𝑗]

𝑛𝑡

𝑗=1

 

Each twee𝑇𝑤  t contains a set of URLTw of nTw  URLs. To compute Tweet URL score we refer to function (2) 

 

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑈𝑅𝐿𝑇𝑤) =  
1

𝑛𝑇𝑤

∑ 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞(𝑈𝑅𝐿𝑖)

𝑛𝑇𝑤

𝑖=1

 

3.2 Features Scaling 

The purpose of features scaling is to scale independent variable to a similar range [0-1]. In order to scale the 

features, we refer to Standard Scaler provided by sklearn in Python. Standards scaler relies on formula (3) to 

scale features. Where 𝜇 is the mean of the training samples, and 𝜎 is the standard deviation of the training 

samples. 
 

𝑧 =
𝑥 − 𝜇

𝜎
 

Standard Deviation: 

 

𝜎 =  √
1

𝑁
∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝜇)2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

Mean 

𝜇 =  
1

𝑁
∑(𝑥𝑖)

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

In this section, we assess the performance of the proposed features using supervised machine learning 

approaches. First, a set of six classifiers is selected to classify users based on their credibility. Each user is 

characterized by a set of features that describe his behavior and the impression of his social graph on his tweets. 

Second, the performance of each classifier is evaluated on CredBank and Pheme Datasets (cf. section 3.1) via 

standard metrics. Also, distinct sets of features are used in each iteration to evaluate the contribution of each 

set (Hand crafted, Basic). Finally, by removing correlated features, an optimal subset is selected based on their 

contribution to the model performance. 
The experiments were conducted using Sklearn library under Python 3.6 (Pedregosa et al., 2011). 

Furthermore, seven metrics were used based on a 10-fold cross validation to provide an overall evaluation of 
classifier performance and avoid overfitting.  

Scoring and fitting time are intended to show the time for training and predicting the credibility of a user. 
Although, accuracy is used in previous approaches, it can provide incorrect estimation of classifier performance 
when the data is unbalanced. For this reason, we refer to Precision, Recall and F1-score. These metrics evaluate 
the performance of classification of true positive (Credible and predicted Credible), true negative (In-credible 
and predicted in-credible), false positive (in-Credible and predicted Credible) and false negative (Credible and 
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predicted In-credible). For the scope of our study, we aim for the highest recall score since it shows the number 
of users correctly identified as credible out of the total credible users.  The values of AUC_ROC metric range 
from 0 to 1, where 0.5 is the score of a random classifier. It allows us to determine to which extent our model 
is able to distinguish between classes. 

4.1 Dataset Description 

In our approach we use two datasets namely, CredBank (Mitra & Gilbert, 2015) and Pheme (Zubiaga et al., 

2016). The former contains more than 60 million tweets annotated based on their credibility.  So, since the 

dataset size is large and it does not suit the scope of our study, we settle for a subset of tweets and their authors 

from the overall dataset. As for the latter, we use the entire dataset. Indeed, PHEME was crawled by (Zubiaga 

et al., 2016) using Twitter streaming API during breaking news events that prompted a propagation of rumors. 

These events were heavily shared through Twitter at the time of occurrence namely: Sydney Siege, Charlie 

Hebdo, Germanwings-Crash Ottawa Shooting, and Ferguson Shooting. The tweets that have a high number of 

retweets were selected. The annotation of the tweets was achieved and verified by a team of journalists. Details 
about the content of the two datasets is described in Table 1. The database is comprised of four collections 

describing the users and tweets of each dataset. Each document of the collection contains the features that 

describe either the user or the tweet. 

The aforementioned datasets provide only the credibility annotations of tweets however for our approach 

we require the users’ credibility annotation. That's why, we averaged the credibility annotation of each user 

tweets. Then, a threshold of 0.6 was empirically selected and any user that had a higher value than the threshold 

was considered as credible. Table 1 shows the distribution of classes in both datasets. 

Table 1. Class distribution for Pheme and Credbank 

Dataset Number of users Credible/Non 
Credible Users 

CredBank 38300 26435/11865 
 
Pheme 
 

 
02893 

 

 
01869/01024 

4.2 Results of Pheme Dataset 

First, we test the performance of the various combinations of features on Pheme dataset (Zubiaga et al., 2016). 

The performance of each classifier is evaluated using seven metrics. 

 

 

Figure 1. Pheme with Basic Features 
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Figure 2. Pheme with Hand Crafted Features 

 

Figure 3. Pheme with combination of both features 

Based on Figure 1, we can notice that Random forest reached the best results in all metrics. Basic features 

were used to obtain these results. As for Figure2, the hand-crafted features were explored and Decision tree 

was the classifier with the best results. A comparison between Figure 1 and 2 show that hand-crafted features 

outperform Basic features by 14% in Accuracy and F1-score. Finally, in Figure 3 Decision tree reaches optimal 
results with combination of both features sets. 

4.3 Results of CredBank Dataset 

The performance of the proposed features is also tested on CredBank dataset. The goal for testing the 

performance of the proposed features on distinct datasets is to assure the ability of our model to perform in 

different contexts and in larger datasets. Such a variance of data source and distribution ascertains the adequacy 
of the proposed features. 

 

 

Figure 4. CredBank with Basic Features 
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Figure 5. CredBank with Hand-crafted Features 

 

Figure 6. CredBank with Combination of both Feature Sets 

Results shown in Figure 4 to 6 present the same behavior noticed in Pheme dataset with the combination 

of features outperforming the remaining cases (Basic/Hand-crafted). Also, Random Forest performed the best 

with basic and hand-crafted features but was outperformed by Decision Tree when both features sets were 

combined. 

Finally, we compare the performance of the proposed approach to (Hassan D, 2018). They used Pheme 

dataset with a combination of user and content features. Based on Figure 3, we can notice that the Decision 

tree with a combination of hand-crafted and basic features achieved the best results. Thus, we select it and 

compare it to Hussain et al. results. Based on Table 2, we can notice that our approach outperforms (Hassan D, 

2018) in both Precision and F1-score. 

Table 2. Comparison of proposed approach with baseline 

Approach Precision Recall F1-score 

Proposed Approach 0.820 0.815 0.833 

Hussain et al. 0.778 0.890 0.831 

The aim of our approach was to answer the research questions established in Section 2. Indeed, Url score 

has an impact on user credibility, results have shown that the removal of the hand-crafted features drastically 

reduces the performance of the classifiers. Also, hand crafted features were pertinent enough to impact the 
results which goes to prove that user follower’s impression on his tweets encompasses information about his 

credibility and the credibility of his tweets. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a novel approach to Twitter user credibility assessment. The proposed approach 
derives an estimation of user credibility based on his interactions and the impression of his social graph on his 

tweets. The major contribution for our approach is a set of features that convey information about the 

impression of user followers on his tweets. The performance of the proposed features was tested on a variety 
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of classifiers and datasets. The results have shown that it outperforms the baseline and offers a fast and precise 

evaluation of user credibility. For future works, we intend to evaluate the frequency by which the user gains 

new followers and his tweeting regularity throughout his account lifetime. We believe that such characteristics 

may carry information about the user. 
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